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Summary While Actron CP9580A Advanced AutoScanner Plus is focused more on mechanics and experienced users, it can also be used by budding enthusiasts who want more than just a conventional scanning tool. CodeConnect's feature is God send and time savers, and we love the way it captures
and analyzes vehicle data, giving the most likely solution specific to make, the model and engine of your car. Actron CP9580A Advanced ReviewIf you've been scouring the Internet for the Actron CP9580A Extended Review, then you've come to the right place! We had a blast using this SKANER OBD2
car, and believe you too! If you are a serious motorist, you better get your hands on Actron CP9580A. Yes, this scanning tool is significantly more expensive than other scanners on the market, but you get more options for the price. This device will revolutionize so that you fix your car and it takes
guesswork out of automatic customization and repair. You can't go wrong with Actron We know how hard and frustrating it can be to deal with checking the engine light in your car. Fortunately, Actron CP9580A Advanced AutoScanner Plus is here to help. It's like having a mechanic in the palm of your
hand, but without expensive repair bills. This relatively simple device comes with CodeConnect, and it will make automatic diagnostics and repairs much easier than using a conventional scanning device. Get Actron CP9580A on AmazonActron CodeConnect saves time and money! When we wrote Actron
CP9580A Advanced Review, we fell in love with CodeConnect. Actron AutoScanner Plus with CodeConnect is unique in that it not only scans your car's CPU error codes, but it will also tell you specific parts that need to be checked or replaced. CodeConnect prioritizes specific vehicle malfunctions
depending on your car's model and model, so you'll instantly know what to check inside the hood. It saves you time and frustration! Other scanning tools will only tell you the fault code and nothing more. Actron CP9580A goes beyond diagnosing a vehicle, as it can tell you which sensor should be
replaced, along with other spare parts that need to be checked or checked to get your car back to health. Now you won't spend hours searching Google for some obscure code and you can get right up to repair your car! Actron can read and clearly check the engine lights When check the engine light or
MIL (faulty lamp indicator) of your car lights, this means that the processor feels an anomaly in the system. This also means that the sensor may have gone bankrupt, or it probably needs to be checked and cleaned. But did you know that a broken sensor can be caused by other mechanical In the
system? Actron AutoScanner Plus with CodeConnect will not only give you a code of error, but it will also give you a list of ASE certified solutions, so you'll instantly know what to do with a simple button push. Yes Yes. We are lazy too  Actron AutoScanner Plus with CodeConnect automatically
identifies and prioritizes possible vehicle problem problems with other CPU scanners is that they give a limited amount of information when it comes to vehicle diagnostics. Sure, they can display engine data in real time, but that's what the scanner should do, right? The Actron CP9580A scanner will not
only show error codes in your car's processor, but it can prioritize possible problems with a specific error code with CodeConnect, for any type of vehicle and for any type of engine. We know that troubleshooting the car isn't exactly a walk in the park, but we were impressed with the CodeConnect feature
Actron CP9580A. CodeConnect is a database that includes more than 4.3 million of the best as well-registered and ASE-certified fixes specific to each vehicle model and model. How is it for an ally? Not only will you get the codes problems, but you can access the database of top reported fixes related to
your car's error code. Get a bigger picture You should understand that the vehicle sensor is only a small part of a particular system in your car. For example, when your car's fluid temperature sensor is worn out, you simply replace the sensor and reset the error code. Using Actron CP9580A with
CodeConnect will tell you a different side of the story. When the cooling sensor fails, CodeConnect will link you to an ASE-certified database of possible fixes consistent with your car's model, model and engine, such as a broken head pad or a faulty engine thermostat. This means you are doing it right the
first time, saving time and money in the long run. Think a conventional vehicle scanner can handle this? Get unrivalled compatibility with the Actron CP9580A Advanced AutoScanner PlusThe Actron CP9580A AutoScanner will run on OBD-II vehicles from 1996, including advanced Asian and ABS code
coverage. This simply means that it can read, diagnose and offer possible repairs on a wider range of OBD-II cars, trucks, SUVs, vans and even light trucks of every product and model, whether imported, European or American made. ABS readingIf you need to read the ABS codes, then you'll be
disappointed to see that many other scanners just don't have the function... However, this brilliant scanner can read, monitor and diagnose the CODES of ABS error (Anti-Lock Brake System), so you don't need multiple devices to perform a full CPU scan in your car. It also comes with a 10-foot cord for
maximum mobility when repaired or diagnosed and the device is powered by 4 AAA batteries, so you don't need a separate power source to use the device. The Specs of Actron CP9580A Improved AutoScanner PlusThe Actron CP9580A AutoScanner Plus eliminates guesses in automatic diagnostics,
and this gives you the information you need at the touch of a button. Here are some of the amazing features we found when using this scanner: CodeConnect gives you to a database of more than 4.3 million ASE certified solutions for any model, model and engine type. Actron CP9580A has been
compatible with OBD-II and CAN vehicles since 1996 with new models, including imported, European and American vehicles. You can record and play live engine data and display live data in real time, including graphic live data. This is a welcome feature if you like tuning your car. Abs code reading and
erasing opportunities. Can display all 9 OBD-II global data modes, including advanced code definitions and general and production codes OBD-II. The field update is made possible through the USB port, and makes it easier to print all available data with your computer. Comes with a solid 1-year
warranty. We hope that after reading our Actron CP9580A Advanced Review it will help you find the best OBD2 scanner for your needs. Final thoughts While Actron CP9580A is more focused on mechanics and experienced users, it can also be used by budding enthusiasts who want more than just a
conventional scanning tool. CodeConnect's feature is God send and time savers, and we love the way it captures and analyzes vehicle data, giving the most likely solution specific to make, the model and engine of your car. This scanner does not support OBD-I equipped vehicles, and the product should
be updated before use for the first time. However, it is a brilliant OBD2 scanning tool. If you want more than just a conventional vehicle scanner, should you check out Actron CP9580A Advanced AutoScanner Plus.Actron 9580Has This review helped you find the best OBD2 scanner? If not, we've
reviewed a lot more scanners here.-Matt C It might be a good idea to read a few Actron CP9580A reviews before making this purchase. After all, this reader isn't cheap, but not too expensive either. As you can see the bottom listed price for this reader is over $300.00. Don't worry, most of the time this
gadget is on sale and you can get it cheaper than if you buy it from the official website. If I ever need a car reader this will be my number one choice. That's because I like the way it looks and the features that come with it. It doesn't take up much space and it's a portable device. I wish it would come with
wearing the case, but that might not be a big deal since it doesn't have that many separate parts to get the scanner to work. You can read below to see what I learned about this tool and see if this is also what you are looking for. As you know, it is a good idea to have a car reader keep in your car to check
for problems. This can save you a lot of money from going to the auto shop. Auto shops also use tools to figure out what the problem is before making any decisions such as where the problem is and what repairs are needed. Benefits of owning this reader It is compatible with all 1996 and new cars, as
well as light trucks OBD II (Board Diagnostic Version II) - CAN (Controller Area Network) for general requests from domestic, Asian or European models. It reads and erases codes for you. You can read the definitions of the code on the screen. It also turns off the CEL (Check the light engine). It will
display emissions, freeze frame data and live engine data. The data may be in the charts if you decide to see it that way. This tool is able to record and win back data whenever you decide. Problem codes can be stored in memory. The tool can be updated with an Internet connection. It can read and
erase the ABS (Anti-Block Brake System) DTCs (Diagnostic Problem Codes) for the following brands of vehicles such as GM, Ford and Chrysler during the 1996-2010 cars. Nissan, Honda, Hyundai and Toyota are good from 1996 to 2009 cars. This tool gives you the ability to set long PID names to turn
on or off. It's your choice to make while watching data freeze or live data to be able to scroll through the full PID name at the bottom of the screen. Compared to other Actron models, only the CP9580A has the following features. I think this is the best feature to have, especially if you are new to fixing your
car. You can check out this OBD-II and electronic engine control systems Repair Manual. The rating of this book is very good. Many users say that this book is very useful for them. Click here for this Haynes Repair Guide. CodeConnect: Most current retail scanning tools will leave troubleshooting for you
as soon as it's done reading. But with this AutoScanner Plus tool, it not only can help you diagnose problematic codes, but also try to solve problems for you with CodeConnect. CodeConnect is a database complete with more than 4.3 million diagnostic codes with problems that are checked by fixes,
leading to engine-checking light. All fixes have been verified by experts who are ASE (Automotive Service Excellence) certified technicians. With this valuable information, you can either fix your car yourself or bring it to your local auto shop to fix it. Some drivers would like to repair it on their own to save
more money and, moreover, you will know what to expect rather than get ripped off from your local car shop. Not to mention the fact that you will save a lot of time finding a solution to your car's problem. I believe this is a short way to find a solution. Definitely it's a great feature to have. When
CodeConnect has the ability to fix the problem, the tool will show the icon on the screen so you know and then you can check it out by clicking on that icon. CodeConnect is only available in English, even if you set your language in Spanish or French. CodeConnect has three levels of registered Top
Reported Fix - This is most likely a possible solution to your car's problem. Often reported Fix - Most likely other solutions in addition to the top reported. Also reported by The Fix - It would be less likely, but it's worth a look. AutoID: The function is very convenient. It automatically receives a VIN VIN Your
car and it will also decipher the model, year, and make. To see the example of viewing the AutoID screen, please refer to the picture on the right side. VIN means vehicle identification number. This is a serial number assigned by the manufacturer. You can find this number stamped in a number of places
in your car. The most important of these is the one on the top panel on the driver's side and you can see it from outside the car. You can find a number of information there, like where it was built, options, body and engine codes and assembly number. Locator: This gives you the specific location of the
part found on the selected vehicle. The feature is in conjugation to CodeConnect. CodeConnect will show you the part that needs to be repaired with the problem associated with DTC (Diagnostic Problem Code) and the Locator component will give you the location of the part. Does this tool work with my
car? I've seen a lot of people ask that question. This tool works with all 1996 and new cars and light trucks OBD II and CAN (domestic, Asian, European). If you really want to make sure that if it works with your car, then you can check it out with this coverage fast schedule and here with the ABS (Anti-
Lock Brake System) Coverage Fast Schedule. You can also check it out with full chart coverage by clicking here. It may take a little longer to load because the full chart has more pages. All three files are in PDF format, so you need an adobe reader to view it. Can I see the data in real time while driving?
Yes, you may be able to see real-time live data with this little gadget even when you are driving your car. Please be especially careful when viewing the data while driving. It may be safer to have more than one person in the car with you as with someone else driving the car for you and then you can look
at the data in real time yourself. Just a little precautionary advice. Will this tool work while your car won't start? Yes, it will work if your car battery is in order and the DLC (Data Link Connector) is connected to the car. This little gadget doesn't require your car to work to get data. What is the size of the LCD
display screen? You may be surprised at how large the LCD screen viewing area is for reading instructions, messages and diagnostic information. Well, the size of the liquid crystal displays is 128 x 64 pixels, and it's rear-lit liquid crystal display. The contrast of the screen can be adjusted up and down.
How can you power this reader? There are three ways to power this reader. One is the internal battery from the tool. Second, from your car and a third USB by connecting to your computer. The second and third methods will automatically turn on the tool when connected. This scanning tool automatically
shuts down on its own if it has an inactivity over a period of time and if it is powered by Internal battery. You can choose from this period of time. The default setting is 2 minutes. Of course, you can also turn it off and turn it on by clicking the Off/On button. To turn on the tool, you'll have to press and hold
the Off/On button for at least 1 second. The internal battery requires you to replace four AAA alkaline batteries when its voltage is low, and it will show a low battery icon on the screen. It doesn't recommend you use a battery pack, and it's not that long. It recommends that you remove the batteries when
you are not using this tool for a long period of time to prevent battery leakage and damage to the compartment. Diagnostic functions will be disabled when the scanning tool is powered by internal batteries and it must be attached to the vehicle to operate diagnostic functions. How many languages does
this reader have? There are three different languages that you can choose from this scanner. You can choose from English, Spanish and French. It is very convenient if you buy this tool for someone as a gift and who does not know English. For example, my parents don't speak English, so I have to buy
gadgets in languages they can read. Just so you know, the menu and code definitions may be from the above languages, but CodeConnect Top Reported Fixes data is only in English. Is this scanner capable of making updates? Yes, it can if it has a new version from the manufacturer's server. You have
to download and install a software called Scanning Suite 4.0 to be able to do so. The software is only compatible with Windows XP 32 bits, Vista, and 7 to 32 and 64 bits and the software size is about 17.5 megabytes. It didn't take long to download it. The software doesn't work with Mac users, and it can't
work with Windows 8 if the manufacturer updates its software. You need a USB cable to be able to connect to a computer with a scanner port. The sale page doesn't say if THE USB is on or not, but according to users, they said it's on. Click here to download the software and read the instructions on how
to do it. When making updates to the tool, it is recommended that you turn off antivirus and firewall software for a certain period of time to make updates properly. Do I need to use the software for the device? No, the tool does not require that the software be able to manage its functions. You don't have
to. But if you want the benefits of the software, then you have to install it. What are the benefits of Installing Scanning Suite 4.0? There are quite a few interesting things you can do with this software. First, you can update the new version with the latest and most up-to-date information. Second, you can
print out valuable data, such as diagnostic information stored in the tool, to take it to the store or other things. Third, you can see which current version your scanner has. you don't want to have a very outdated version that causes the causes miss a lot of information. Link to the user's manual for this
scanner. This can be good if for some reason you have lost the user manual. Link to check DTC (Diagnostic Problem Code) from Actron.com How long is the cable? The image showing the cable may make it look like it's a bit short, but it's actually about 5 to 6 feet long. This means that there is no need
to buy an additional extension cable. It means you have more money in your pocket. How much does the device weigh? The device weighs about 1.25 pounds with dimensions of 10.45H x 7W x 1.75D. What's in the box? Scanner and user manual. Does it include a carrier case? The answer is no. It does
not include any of the soft or hard holding cases. It would be convenient if that were the case. Where to buy Actron CP9580A? Actron CP9580A for sale I noticed some people were asking where to buy the Acron CP9580A. So I thought I should review it here. Places where you can buy it from are
Amazon, Walmart and the official Actron website. But if you want to save more money, I recommend buying it from Amazon because I seem to be selling most of the time and much cheaper compared to other retailers. What I mean is to buy it directly from Amazon, not from third-party sellers. Sometimes
other third-party sellers sell it much higher in price. As of today April 1, 2015, you can save 41% of the listed price and not to mention the fact that it is eligible for free shipping. Click on the picture below to check its current lowest price. Actron CP9580A Review This scanning tool has a very high average
rating. Many users love this tool and recommend others to get it. Pros and cons Pros: Many users appreciate the fact that this tool helps them save a lot of money by not having to go to a repair shop. Many say that this reader does what he claims is easy to use and it has a great price. Cons: Several
users complain about the software giving them trouble as there are problems with the software update and it is not compatible with Window 8 and Mac users. If you're a Mac user, I think you'll have to borrow a family or friend of Windows to update the software every once in a while. Most of us are still
Windows users. Honestly, there is no software that is perfect without problems. This software may work well for you, but not for others. Things are always like that. This also applies to this tool. The only thing we can do is give it a try. If it doesn't work for you, then return it in acceptable time. I still think this
reader is worth a shot. If I don't give a try, I'll never know if I have it Or not. If this tool is not compatible with my car, then that's another story. You can click here to read more Actron CP9580A reviews. Actron CP9580A VS CP9580, CP9580AL What are the differences between these three readers? Well,
the Actron CP9580A car code reader is the newest model of the CP9580. It's just that the CP9580A has more features than one, and I don't think the manufacturer makes the oldest model anymore. I could be wrong on this, but I did a search on the official Actron website and that the old model does not
appear. I also learned that they are discontinuing their updates for this model. I found the CP9580AL number. I haven't found anything else from A to AL in terms of features, but I found the list price and product sizes are different. AL includes a hard carry case for easy portability Product size for A is
10.50in x 7.00in x 1.80in and AL 8.60in x 10.10in x 4.30in. As of date, April 1, 2015, the listed price from Actron for AL is $346.95 and $328.95. That's about $18 difference. The difference in price may be due to a difficult case of holding. Which one is the best solution to buy from these three models? If
you still can't decide on the above three models, can I suggest Actron CP9580A? Here are a few reasons you might want to consider. First, the manufacturer is still updating the scanner version and suite scanning, which means they are still doing more of this model of the device. Secondly, the price can
be cheaper if you buy it directly from Amazon. Like I said, I see this unit on sale most of the time. Third, it has added new features to the current model. Who's with me for more features? Fourth, if you want to go with the AL model because you really want to have a hard-wearing case then you will have to
buy it from Actron.com and you will have to pay for the listed price of $346.95 and I don't know if you still have to pay for the shipping price. When writing this post, I can't find a place where they sell the AL model other than the official site. If you still would like to have an old model CP9580, then you can
find it by clicking here. The manual warranty has a one-year limited warranty of free defects in materials and manufacture from the date of its delivery. This does not include changing, abuse and not using it as a purported use of this scanner. You can find the user's guide by clicking here. It is written in
English about 126 pages and in pdf format. Format.
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